individual perception for the video service. In this paper, we propose a new video cache allocation scheme with the consideration of quality of experience (QoE) of users under limited storage space. We make use of the linear regression algorithm to map the relationship between the requested video rate, the replied video rate, the channel condition and the QoE value, which then helps to obtain the different video rates to be stored in the server. Meanwhile, we define the parameter to represent the popularity of a video clip. We optimize the cache space allocation for each video clip based on these parameters in the mobile cloud server of local cellular networks. The experiments demonstrate that the proposed scheme has a better performance in terms of the overall QoE of users with the constraint of the total cache size.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile cloud computing has become increasingly important with the development of cloud technology. And mobile video also has gradually become a hot research field in the last few years. According the Cisco's prediction, global mobile video traffic will account for about 69.1 % of total mobile data traffic in 2018 [1] . However, because of the bandwidth limitation and long scheduling time at local cellular networks, frequent video rebuffering events take place when video data are transmitted under unreliable wireless environment. Although the technology of the content distribution network (CDN) helps to reduce the consumption of the bandwidth, it does not account for the radio access network (RAN) that supervises the resource scheduling of video traffic, which plays the key role of affecting users' perception of video services, i.e. the quality of experience (QoE).
In order to adapt to the time-variation of wireless transmission conditions, HTTP Adaptive Bit Rate (ABR) has been proposed as the main solution. In this way, the cache or the server needs to store different bit-rate versions for the same video clip, and then responds with the most suitable bit rate according to the client's request and its transmission condition. Whereas, the decision that which bit 
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rates should be stored in the mobile cloud server or the cache is a troublesome problem.
To tackle the problem of cache management, the studies in [2, 3, 4] focused on that different conditions of clients should be responded with different bit rates to maximize the QoE. On a different track, researches like [5] and [6] have been devoted to solve how to maximize the content and the network resources under different QoE requirements. On the other side, researches like [1] mainly contributed to the maximization of QoE with the caching of different bit rates, only accounting for the required bit rate.
In this paper, we aim to propose a new cache management scheme for mobile cloud server. First of all, we study the popularity features of video clips in a cell and establish a cache at the edge of RAN. Based on the ranking of the popularity, we allocate different storage spaces to different videos. And then we investigate the relationship between the user's QoE score and the request rate, the client's transmission bandwidth and the response rate of the server. We design experiments to find out the best response bit rate in different cases. At last, according to the relationship, we deduce which bit rates of a video should be stored in the cache to maximize the QoE by using the Lagrange multiplier method.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to synthesize the request bit rate, the response bit rate and the bandwidth to weigh the QoE, and then store partial bit rates with a QoE-driven strategy. Our comprehensive research gives an insightful guideline to provide cache management, for example, for the commercial platform of CDS-IS from Cisco.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, we firstly introduce how to obtain the video's popularity. Then we introduce the linear-regression model that maps the required bit rate, the response bit rate, the bandwidth and the QoE. In section TIT, we leverage the results of the video's popularity to assign the cache space for different videos. And then the Lagrange multiplier method is introduced to solve the convex problem obtained from the above mapping relationship. In section IV, we introduce the experiment settings and provide the experimental results. In section V, we conclude the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FROMULATION
A. System Architecture This subsection describes the overall architecture for the cache management. Our proposed cache management architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1 . It consists of three parts, Figure. l The proposed cache management architecture
i.e. Media Cache Engine, Bandwidth Allocation Engine and Client Engine. The functionalities of these three modules are explained as follows.
• Media Cache Engine (MCE): Considering that this paper focuses on the RAN, we only research the cache server in cellular networks. MCE mainly stores the different videos with different bit rates, which could efficiently provide the most suitable videos to the clients.
• Bandwidth Allocation Engine (BAE): This engine is implemented by the base station. It connects the client and the MCE, responsible for allocating the bandwidth to the clients.
• Client Engine (CE): This engine is implemented in the client to request the video rate according to the user's requirement and to collect the user's QoE value.
This paper assumes that a number of clients request the cache server for different videos with different rates. As the clients don't know the channel condition of their terminals as well as the storage situations of the server completely, they cannot estimate the trade-offs nor estimate the most suitable video quality in this circumstance. Therefore, each client only asks for a most desired video rate r, and waits for a response from the server. The cache server has stored some different rates r; of this video in advance, to quickly respond to the request of the clients. Whereas, how to cache the video bit rate is an essential problem. After the server receives the request, it will balance among the request video rate r, the rate version it has stored in the cache, and the client bandwidth B. The most suitable rate ri of the video that obtains the highest QoE score under current rand B will be sent to the client. Therefore it is important to give the relationship between r, B, r; and the QoE score to judge which ri is the most suitable rate to be stored in the cache. Here, we use MOS, i.e. Mean Opinion Score to represent the users' QoE. And we will model the relationship in the next subsection. What's more, it is important to decide which rates should be stored in the cache to meet with most of the requests, and to obtain the highest average QoE score for different users. We will formulate this problem by Lagrange multiplier method later.
B. System Model
Tn this subsection, we will present mathematical models to optimize the cache management, including the popularity video model, the request rate model, the bandwidth allocation model, the mapping model that balances between the request rate, the response rate, the bandwidth and the QoE, and the cache storage model.
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/) The Popularity Video Model
The cache cannot allocate sufficient storage spaces to all the videos with all bit rates. So first of all, we need to consider allocating cache spaces according to the popularity of videos. A more popular video ought to be allocated with more storage space.
We utilize the Zipf model to solve the problem. The model is famous in the metrology, which has a good effect on request discipline. Thus, we use this model to research the popularity of a cell' videos and to find their relative relationships. The function is as follows.
Where, p"",,, means the probability of request. Rank means the rank of the probability of the video's request. c and q are constants that are determined by the content of the video. In this way, the space that the ranJ! h video can obtain is written as:
Where C is the total space of the cache.
2) The Request Rate Model
Clients nearly know nothing about how the server works and what the network channel conditions of their terminals are. Therefore they cannot give an accurate rate request to choose from the stored video rates in the cache. In this case, the clients could ask for a most desired rate r.
The selection of the request rate mostly depends on the physical capability of the media outlet (e.g., the resolution of terminals) and the clients' preference. To simplify the model, we model r as a random variable with an even distribution from ro to rn, where ro and rn are the lower and upper bounds of r, respectively. In this case, the probability density function can be written as: (3) 3) The Bandwidth Allocation Model
In this paper, we utilize the bandwidth to represent the channel condition of each client. The bandwidth cannot be known by the clients precisely. It is the server's duty to decide which rate should be sent, and it has to refer to the bandwidth B of the client. The bandwidth is allocated by the base station.
Similar with the distribution of r, to simplify the model, B is modeled as a random variable which follows a uniform distribution from Bmax to Bmi " , where Bmin and Bmax are the lower and upper bounds of B, respectively. In this case, the probability density function can be written as:
The Mapping Model
In this part, we synthetically map the request rate r, the response rate r; and the bandwidth B to the QoE score. This is one of the essential parts of the cache management that guarantees the cache responding with the most suitable rate r;, which represents the highest QoE score under a specified rand B. Here, we use the linear regression to simulate the mapping relationship. The function is described as m equation (5). Q (r" r, B) = a o + a jr, + a2r + a3B
Where ao, aVa2 and a3 are the constants representing the different applications. The solving process will be elucidated in Section IV.
5) The Cache Storage Model
In the HTTP ABR streaming system, the server cache should pre-store different kinds of rates for a video to rapidly respond according to different conditions. To further formulate the storage problem in the next section, we firstly model how the system stores the video here.
Assume that n different kinds of rates for a video are stored in the server cache in the order of o < ro < r j < ... < r,, -j ' The size of each file with different rates can be formed as:
Where, ar, is the size of the media content stored on the server cache, and b represents the meta data. Tn this way, the total storage space C for n files in the cache is n-j
) i=O

C. Problem Formulation
In this paper, we want to fmd a cache management scheme that can maximize the clients' QoE under limited cache storage space. First, we use the popularity video model to determine the space Crank of each video. Because the Crank is finite, the total space to store different bit rates for a video is limited also. What's more, the stored video bit rate ri+l should be larger than ri' It should be an ascending series with the increase of i. Given these restrictions, the cache desires to respond with the most suitable bit rate to each client, which brings the highest total QoE score. Hence the equation of the cache management can be written as follows:
Replacing the QoE function with its reverse, we can transfer the Max problem into the Min problem: 
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Ill. SOLUTION OF VIDEO CACHE MANAGEMENT
In this section, we will leverage the Lagrange multiplier method to solve the Equation (9) with the method adopted by [7] .
A. Derivation oj Optimal Solution
Using the Lagrange method, the Equation (9) can be written as:
i=O Where y and Ui are the Lagrange's method's coefficients, and D is defined by (11).
(11)
First, we prove that it is a convex problem by checkout Hessian matrix of the objective function. Then, KKT condition is utilized to solve the equation, and a set of slack variable z and d; are introduced to the equation. So the Equation (10) can be rewritten as in (12).
Leverage the KKT condition, we take the partial derivatives to each variable. From Equation (12), we can obtain the function as follows:
(15)
Where p, q, s, t are constants that represent the multiplier before the variables.
B. Analysis ojOptimal Solution
It is obvious that di '* 0, because if di = 0, ri can be equal to ri+l, which goes against the assumption of the condition. Moreover, we want to maximize the total QoE, so we must fully utilize the space of the cache. And in this case, the variable z should be equal to zero. Therefore we can simplify the above function as follows.
Pr,-l + qr, + Sr,+l + ta + U'+ l -U, = 0 (18) n-1
Finally, to solve this nonlinear system, we use the method of trust-reg ion-dogleg [8] . We leverage the solver (i.e. fsolve) provided by MATLAB to solve it, which implement the trust-region-dogleg algorithm. We will discuss more details in Section IV.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we provide the experimental results of the cache management for HTTP ABR streaming. Firstly, we describe experimental settings, and then analyze the experimental results. Following that, we will present the specified cache management.
A. Experimental Settings and Result Analysis
The Popularity Video Model: This model is to ensure the size of each video stored on the cache. We investigate the whole community's playout video investigated, whose IP is http://bt.byr.cnJ. We use the times of play out to present the popularity of the video for each video. With the statistics, we obtain Fig. 2 .
In Fig. 2 , the horizontal axis is the number of clicks of video watching, and the vertical axis is the number of clicks for each video in descending order. From the figure, we can obviously obtain that the playout time of the top video occupies the majority of the clients' requests, which is equal to say that providing more space to more popular video is very necessary. And then, we can calculate the spaces allocated for different videos according to Equation (2).
The Mapping Model: This experiment aims to fmd out the mapping among the request rate, the response rate, the bandwidth and the QoE. The experiment is divided into two parts: the client and the server .The client part is modeled by Potplayer which is a player that can get the request by the URL. And the server part is simulated by the Apache on the Linux (Kernel 2.6). The function of the server includes two parts: (1) store the video clips requested by the users; (2) control the e-gress traffic of the server, which is implemented by the TC. QoE can be measured by the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) from 1 to 5, where 5 represents the most excellent and 1 represents the worst. We have conducted an experiment to test the MOS of QoE with different request rates and different bandwidths. In this subjective tests, we invited 20 no-experiment viewers with normal or correct-to-normal vision.to join the single simulated test for The whole experiment data are illustrated in Fig. 3 . It provides the rate-MOS results for the selected videos. From the figure we can see that the relationship of the request rate, the response rate and the bandwidth is almost a linear relation. This result verifies the QoE Equation of (5) .
Tn order to solve the QoE function, we leverage the solver (i.e. Regression) provided by MATLAB. Fig. 4 shows that the effect of the regression is excellent. From this residual plot, we can obviously see that only a few of the items deviated from the confidence intervals. The results of the regression are shown in Table II .
B. The Solution of the Cache Management for a Specified Bandwidth Distribution
In this section, the specified result will be presented for a fixed bandwidth distribution. We assume that the distribution of the bandwidth conforms to a uniform distribution. The biggest bandwidth is 7000KB, and the smallest bandwidth is 200KB. And the total size of the cache is 5000 KB. The specified cache management results are presented in Table III . From TABLE TIT we can see that in our scheme, when the number of stored video is 5, the QoE reaches the maximal value. The Request Bite Rate ( KBPS) Figure. V. CONCLUSION Tn this paper, we propose a new QoE-driven video cache allocation scheme for mobile cloud server in cellular networks. The cache management changes dynamically with the clients' transmission condition, such as the bandwidth. We first presented a mapping model between the request rate, the response rate, the bandwidth and the QoE. Then, the Lagrange multiplier method is introduced to solve the mapping equation, and to obtain the number of versions that need to be stored in the cache server. As future work, we will consider other distribution models of the bandwidth to emulate the real condition more appropriately. And we will also consider how to find the optimal number of cached videos.
